
30 Days of Jing
Get off stimulants & caffeine & get on the JING 



What is the 30 Days  
of JING Challenge?

A 30 day challenge that will completely 

recharge your adrenals and restore the core 

energy of your Kidneys so that you can once 

again, begin to feel the power and strength 

you knew so well in your youth. 

Join us, as we remind our bodies how to not rely on 
stimulants, and instead, how to create our own strong 
foundations of energy.

Simply include the SuperFeast JING Blend into your diet 
daily for 30 days, and for bonus restoration and rejuvenation, 
aim to get off all stimulants too. 
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What is Jing? 
Jing is the primordial energy that you are 
born with that resides within your Kidneys. 

The amount of Jing energy you are born  
with and are able to maintain through  
life indicates:

◆ The span of your life

◆ Your ability to heal and recover

◆  Whether you can sustain yourself daily without needing to 
reach for stimulants like coffee as a substitute for energy. 

When one’s lifestyle is not excessive and is maintained at a 
sustainable pace with strong health foundations cultivated, 
then Jing is not leaked and can remain robust. 

However, if the candle is being burnt at both ends, then Jing 
will be leaked as exhaustion sets in and we become burnt out. 
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The benefits of cultivating 
your Jing Essence

Replenish adrenal function 

Restore Kidney Jing Essence 

Reduce dependency on caffeine for energy

Build Jing Essence & cultivate core energy

Balance the hormones

Strengthen the body 

Support a more grounded & centred self

Enhance libido & sexual vigour

Reduce stress & anxiety 

Improve sleep cycle 
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What is the SuperFeast  
JING Blend?
A unique formula of six potent Jing 
herbs, revered by the Daoists and used for 
thousands of years in ancient medicine,  
our JING blend includes:

◆ Cordyceps 

◆ Eucommia Bark 

◆ Goji berry

◆ Cistanche stem

◆ Asparagus root

◆ Prepared Rehmannia root 

Remaining our primary formula when supporting anyone 
seeking to replenish the Essence of their body and organs 
that has been lost from living with stress over a long period, 
indulging in excess, and generally leaking core essence through 
staying too long in the sympathetic nervous system state and 
living a general Western lifestyle.
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How to join us 
IT’S EASY! 

Add one dose of JING blend into your daily routine. We 
recommend 1 teaspoon per day, however if you are new to 
tonic herbs, start off with 1/4 teaspoon per day and build up 
to 1-2 teaspoons daily if it feels aligned and constitutionally 
supportive. A sweet spot lifestyle dose is usually 1 teaspoon. 

GET OFF THE COFFEE AND STIMULANTS 

For those wanting to join us in getting the full regenerative 
experience, we suggest getting off all stimulants during the 
30 days. This can be deeply challenging for some people, and we 
completely understand. Do the best you can, whether that looks 
like swapping your daily coffee for a matcha or a black tea or 
decreasing your caffeine intake over the day as much as you 
can. The cold turkey approach may not work for everyone. 
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SELF REFLECTION 

Try jotting down how you feel before starting the challenge, 
during and after. Think about your energy levels, sleep quality, 
vitality and ‘level-headedness.’ Sometimes it is hard to really see 
the benefits as they become the new normal, but when you 
look back and compare your past to your present self,  
you may be surprised how much better you feel. 

WHY SHOULD I TRY THIS CHALLENGE?

When the Kidney organ system is deficient, we experience 
fatigue and lethargy, two things that lead to premature ageing 
and lower levels of personal performance. These ‘symptoms’  
of adrenal stress (aka leaking Jing) are rampant in the  
Western lifestyle. 

This challenge will allow you to begin the process of restoring 
your core energy over the 30 days, so that you stop leaking 
and begin building your Jing Essence. 
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TIPS FOR THOSE CUTTING OUT STIMULANTS

If you choose to take your challenge to the next level and cut 
stimulants for 30 days, chances are, you may experience some 
detoxing symptoms. This is normal and we are here to support you 
through this. 

Headaches, fatigue, brain fog, grumpiness, erratic emotions, 
frustration and low patience, lethargy, poor concentration, 
lack of enthusiasm, nausea and feeling low can all be 
symptoms of caffeine withdrawal. 

Here are some of our top tips to navigate this wild ride: 

◆ Plenty of water and herbal teas

◆ Rest, if you need a rest, listen to your body

◆ Early nights to bed

◆ Infrared sauna sessions

◆ Saying ‘no’ to social activities for extra down time

◆  Make sure you are nourishing your body with the foods 
that feel good to you, are satisfying and sustain you. 
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CAN I TAKE OTHER HERBS DURING THIS TIME?

Absolutely. Our JING blend works synergistically with all  
of our herbs and blends, just stay consistent with the JING 
every day for 30 days, while you mix and match with your 
other favourites. 

I’VE DONE THE CHALLENGE BEFORE,  
CAN I TRY ANOTHER HERB FOR 30 DAYS?

Yes if you would like to. For all our community who’ve done 
this challenge before, feel free to challenge yourself to have  
QI, SHEN or Mason’s Mushrooms for 30 days! 

This is your unique health journey and we simply want you to feel 
the cultivation of inner energy, contrasted to absence of stimulants.

HOW MUCH JING SHOULD I BUY FOR  
THE CHALLENGE?

Order at least 100g, if you want to have larger doses and  
really replenish the Kidneys then we recommend purchasing 
the 250g bag.

DO I HAVE TO CUT OUT COFFEE?

No! You are welcome to join the challenge by simply adding in 
the JING blend, daily, for 30 days. Coffee (and other stimulants, 
like matcha and cacao) have a stimulatory effect on the bodily 
systems. Pairing Jing herbs while you have your coffee can 
provide a supportive buffer to these effects. 

SHOULD I TAKE JING IN THE AM OR PM?

Whatever feels best for you. JING is fantastic in the morning,  
the Jing herbs set you up for the day and off to a strong start. 
On the other hand, it can also be a wonderful afternoon pick 
me up for when you might be reaching for something sweet.  
If your body is craving more JING blend, then trust it and  
feel free to have it both in the morning and the afternoon. 

WHAT IS A STIMULANT?

A stimulant is a substance that increases the activity of your 
central nervous system. The ones we are referring to include 
coffee, matcha, non-herbal tea such as black or green tea, 
chocolate and cacao.

DO I NEED TO FAST OR CHANGE MY DIET DURING 
THE 30 DAYS? 

No. All you need to do is add in the JING blend to your day. 
We don’t want you to change your diet, we are simply wanting 
to give our adrenals some space while we nourish them with 
Jing herbs.

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE I CAN DO DURING  
THE CHALLENGE?

You are welcome to use this 30 day period to try other 
practices that feel supporting and nourishing. Feel free to add 
anything else to the challenge that you feel will nourish your 
Jing further. Options include cutting out alcohol, moving your 
body daily, cutting out refined sugar and processed foods, 
meditation practices and breathing exercises to suggest a few.

WHEN CAN I DO THE CHALLENGE?

At SuperFeast HQ, we are starting on July 1. We’d love for  
you to join us, but you are more than welcome to try this 
challenge whenever is best for you. It works well anytime 
during the year, as a beautiful reset. Especially when you  
do it with friends, family and/or colleagues.

CAN I DO THE CHALLENGE WHEN PREGNANT  
OR BREASTFEEDING?

We generally don’t suggest the JING blend during pregnancy.

WHAT ABOUT POSTPARTUM?

As long as you introduce the herbs very slowly, it can be  
a great time for this practice.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I’M LEAKING JING?

Feeling fatigued and lethargic, signs of premature ageing,  
low libido can be a few ways to tell if you are leaking your 
Jing. One of the most important ones to keep an eye on is 
your stress levels and how you manage them. Our Western 
lives tend to support the leaking of our Jing, which is why  
we created this challenge! 

It’s time to restore.

FAQ’s
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Recipes

If you are new to incorporating tonic herbs into your diet, then let us support you with some 
of our favourite recipes. We hope it provides you with some inspiration for the challenge.

The Ultimate  
Coffee Replacement

Jing and Tremella 
Matcha

The Quickest 
Recipe to Restore 
Adrenal Health

Roast Wattle 
Jing Latte

Pumpkin Pie 
Smoothie

Nourish Your 
Adrenals

Adrenal JING- 
A-LING

Chai Spices Peanut 
Butter Cup Smoothie

Jing Zinga
Matcha Mood  
Boost Tonic
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You will find all of our recipes on  
our website here 

Remember, if there is any recipe that sounds especially 
delicious to you, but doesn’t include our JING blend,  
you can swap out the herb in the recipe. Get creative  
and play around with what works for you! 

The easiest recipe to make is simply 1/4 - 1 teaspoon  
of JING in hot water, stir and sip! 
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If you want to learn more about Jing Essence, 
Daoism and tonic herbalism then we would 
love to share some more resources with you. 

ARTICLES:

Jing: What Is It? How to Cultivate It? 

The Three Treasures: Jing, Qi and Shen

Jing Blend: The Incredible Benefits - Kidney Essence, 
Hormonal Health, Adrenal Restoration

SUPERFEAST PODCAST EPISODES 

Episode #2 - Jing Energy with Mason Taylor

IGTV 

What Is The Function of the Kidneys?

Learn more about 
Jing Essence 
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superfeast.com.au    ◆    @superfeast

We’d love to hear from you
Join us in our challenge, email us at team@superfeast.com.au  
or call 1300 769 500 (Mon to Fri 9.30am - 4.00pm).

We’d also love to see your daily JING routine, tag us  
@superfeast #30daysofJING Happy herbing everyone. 
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